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Our purpose
As a global investment manager we recognise
we have an important part to play in shaping
the future of all our stakeholders.
Our focus on doing the right thing for our clients,
our people and wider society lies at the centre
of our culture. We are committed to delivering
positive outcomes for all.

Creating a better future by
investing responsibly for our clients.
What our purpose means for our stakeholders.
Actively helping
our clients achieve
their long-term
financial goals

Rewarding our
shareholders through
the sustained success
of our business

Giving fulfilling work
to our people and
sharing values

Directing our
decisions and actions
towards supporting
wider society
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At Schroders, we make no
apologies for the scale of our ambition.
Informed by our commitment to the
United Nations Global Compact and the
Sustainable Development Goals, our plans
across the business for 2020 and beyond will
play their own, very active role in supporting
environmental and social change.
Lord Christopher Geidt
Chairman, International Relations
and Corporate Responsibility
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Welcome from the Chairman
At Schroders we believe in active management.
This brings with it an active responsibility for
the investment decisions we make and the
ways in which we manage our business.
As a leading global investment manager,
we are pursuing our ambitions to deliver
impact through the £500bn entrusted
to us by our clients.

Much of that effort is devoted to ensuring that
our operations match the same high standards of
corporate responsibility that we ourselves espouse.
Working in partnership with our key stakeholders,
and guided by the values that have underpinned
this business for generations, Schroders is
vigorously promoting such responsible and
enlightened investment.

At Schroders we make no apologies for the scale of
our ambition. Alongside the importance we attach
to tackling climate change, sits what Schroders holds
to be an absolute responsibility for the support and
protection of its outstanding people. Effective policies
are now in place actively to promote inclusion and
diversity, for example, as well as programmes
to support wellbeing and mental health.

2019 saw some significant developments in driving
that strategy. As well as becoming a signatory to the
UN Global Compact, Schroders further committed
to the integration of our Environmental, Social and
Governance (‘ESG’) process across 100% of the
assets we manage. In terms of the impact on our
own operations, we have set targets for renewable
energy use in our global real estate and pledged
to operate the entirety of the business on a carbon
net zero basis by the end of 2020.

It is exciting to see the progress that Schroders
registered across the broad sweep of its corporate
responsibility in 2019. As I write, it is harder to
predict with any precision the effects of the current
pandemic. Great hardship and loss has been inflicted
on so many. Schroders is very conscious of its own
responsibilities in this era of significant disruption.
Informed by our commitment to the United Nations
Global Compact and the Sustainable Development
Goals, our plans across the business for 2020
and beyond will play their own, very active role
in supporting environmental and social change.

Lord Christopher Geidt
Chairman, International Relations
and Corporate Responsibility
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Purpose and responsibility
Followers of Schroders will know that we are proud
custodians of a corporate culture which has evolved over
more than two hundred years. Our business philosophy
is based on the belief that if we deliver for our clients,
then we will deliver for our shareholders by creating
long-term shareholder value.
We also recognise that we have a wide range of
stakeholders that include our counterparties and
suppliers, our employees and society as a whole.
We understand that we have an important part to
play in shaping the future of all our stakeholders.
The values and principles we apply to our business
extend beyond our directly managed operations.
Whilst we may have a less direct relationship with
people working in our supply chain, or in our
investee companies, our actions still impact
them. The same goes for our impact on the
environment and wider society.
As a global investment manager we also recognise
the enormous influence we can exercise in how we
direct capital on behalf of our clients. Knowing the
impact of the £500bn entrusted to our management
has a profound effect on the world we live in,
we were early signatories of the United Nations
Principles for Responsible Investment. It not only
helps fund economic activity on which livelihoods
depend, but the decisions we make and the
stewardship we exercise has an impact on
the way that activity is carried out.
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Whilst some issues and opportunities are local,
the significant challenges facing wider society
transcend boundaries. Climate change is one
example where individual and local responses are
important, but alone are not sufficient; a global
response is required. The development of global
trade has led to a realisation that labour standards,
human rights, anti-corruption and poverty all
require global co-ordination as well. We applaud
the leading role played by the United Nations in
this regard and in 2019 we signed the UN Global
Compact. In doing so we are proud to commit
to the ten principles and their 17 Sustainable
Development Goals.
With regard to climate change, we recognise this
as one of the most important challenges facing
the world. We fully support the objectives of the
Paris Agreement in seeking to limit the increase
in global temperatures to 2oC. With an important
responsibility for driving positive outcomes we
are committed to operating our business on a
net zero carbon basis from 2020. More details
on this are contained in this report.

About the United Nations
Global Compact
As a special initiative of the UN
Secretary-General, the United Nations
Global Compact is a call to companies
everywhere to align their operations
and strategies with ten universally
accepted principles in the areas of
human rights, labour, environment
and anti-corruption, and to take
action in support of UN goals.

Human Rights
Labour
Environment
Anti-corruption
The 17 Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) are the world’s best plan to
build a better world for people and our
planet by 2030. Adopted by all United
Nations Member States in 2015, the
SDGs are a call for action by all countries
– poor, rich and middle-income – to
promote prosperity while protecting
the environment. They recognise that
ending poverty must go hand-in-hand
with strategies that build economic
growth and address a range of social
needs including education, health,
equality and job opportunities, while
tackling climate change and working
to preserve our oceans and forests.
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Actively investing in progress
As an active manager with £500.2bn of assets
under management (as at 31 December 2019),
a key way we’re able to positively influence
sustainability challenges is through the way we invest.
Our overall purpose is to improve futures by investing
responsibly for our clients. That is why we have been
incorporating ESG considerations into our investment
process for 20 years. Our dedicated Sustainable
Investment team of 211 leads thematic research on
sustainability, for example our work on plastics and
sugar, and the development of tools and models,
such as SustainEx, to help identify and quantify the
risks and opportunities arising from sustainability.

we regularly engage with management teams
to better understand their plans, and to promote
more responsible behaviour, and if we believe
the action taken is not appropriate we will
vote against individual directors.

Recognition of our progress

Our integration approach spans the breadth of the
ownership lifecycle, from identifying trends and
analysing companies, through our actions as an
active owner including our engagement and voting
activities and client reporting. As a signatory to
the UN Global Compact we consider the principles
alongside a broader range of issues when making
investment decisions.

A+
10

This is evidenced through our systematic integration
and active ownership practices. We consider how
companies are interacting with all their stakeholders
(customers, suppliers, environment, regulators,
employees and communities) and the contribution
this might have (both negative and positive) to their
long-term success. This analysis also informs our
engagement with companies; where we believe
companies’ business practices may be unsustainable

1

Tier

For the fifth year in a row, we’ve received the
highest rating, A+, from the UN PRI2
We are in the Top 10 of the 2020 ShareAction ranking
of 75 of the world’s asset managers approach to
responsible investment3
We are a Tier 1 signatory of the UK Stewardship code4

1	As at April 2020.
2	UN Principles for Responsible Investing, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018 and 2019
Assessment Reports.
3	ShareAction, ‘Point of No Returns, a ranking of 75 of the world’s asset
managers approaches to responsible investment’, March 2020.
4	Financial Reporting Council 2016 Assessment.

Sustainability at Schroders

Launched Global
Climate Change
Equity strategy

The journey to be a market leader
Published socially responsible policy

1998

Published corporate
governance policy

8

2001

First dedicated
ESG resource
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2006

Became a CDP5
signatory

Developed
responsible real estate
investment policy

2007

Became a UN PRI
signatory

2008

Developed
responsible
Fixed Income
policy

2011

Complied
with the UK
Stewardship Code

Understanding client needs
By understanding our clients’ behaviours and
attitudes towards sustainable investing we are
well placed to address their rapidly evolving needs.
We have been actively monitoring client views
on sustainable and responsible investing through
our annual retail and institutional investor
studies since 2017.
Our 2019 Global Retail Investor Study revealed
clients’ growing interest towards sustainability
within their investments. 57% of people will always
consider sustainability factors when selecting
investments, and 61% of people believe all
investment funds should consider sustainability
factors; not just those specifically designed as
“sustainable investment funds”. Schroders has
committed to integrating ESG across 100% of
our investment teams by the end of 2020.
A responsible approach, which means investing
in companies that are best-in-class in terms of
environmental or social issues or how they are
managed, was deemed the most important
method (40%), followed by an integrated approach
(39%) that focuses on companies more likely to be
profitable through their sustainability. Alongside
our commitment to integrating ESG across 100% of
investment teams, we are launching and evolving a
number of sustainable funds, designed to meet our
clients’ needs across asset classes and regions.

Launched QEP
Global ESG strategy

2015

Source: Schroders, as at January 2020.
5 Carbon Disclosure Project.
6 Sustainable Multi-Factor Equity.

Launched
Climate Progress
Dashboard

2016

Almost three quarters (71%) of our clients believe
man-made climate change is a real phenomenon
that is impacting the world, with 63% believing it will
have some impact on investments. Our institutional
clients also ranked “planet” as the most important
of the five Ps that shape the UN Sustainable
Development Goals, and for the first time climate
change took the top spot globally as the most
important issue on which investors should engage.
The results of these studies help us calibrate our
stewardship and investment activity to ensure that
we take into account our clients’ needs. In 2019,
climate change was one of the most frequently
discussed topics we engaged with companies on.
We recognise our responsibility to address global
issues such as climate change through our actions
as both a company and as investors. We are
committed to aligning these actions to create a
better future for our clients, as demonstrated
by the conversion of our corporate revolving
credit facility into an ESG-linked facility in 2019.
The facility’s pricing is now also dependent on
Schroders’ performance against three of its
ESG Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) which
are also disclosed in Schroders’ Annual Report
and Accounts. Please visit our website for
more information.

Launched SMFE6 and
Committed to full ESG
European Sustainable
integration and running
Equity strategies
carbon neutral
Launched
Launched
Global Energy operations in 2020
SustainEx
Transition strategy

2017

Launched Asian
Sustainable strategy

2018

2019

5th consecutive year of A+
UNPRI Rating for Strategy
and Governance

Acquired
majority stake
in BlueOrchard

Launched
Sustainable
Credit strategy
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Climate change
We believe that climate change will be a defining
driver of the global economy, society and financial
markets over the coming years, decades and
beyond. Whether the global economy is rebuilt
on less carbon intensive foundations or the
temperature continues to escalate, investors will
be unable to avoid its impacts. In 2019, Schroders
integrated climate change into its 30-year global
investment returns forecasts for the first time.
Addressing climate change will require co-operation
across a wide range of stakeholder groups,
including clients, companies and policy makers.
Regarding our own corporate approach, we
report in accordance with the Task Force on
Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD)
recommendations, which is shown on page 40
in our 2019 Annual Report and Accounts, and
we have also signed up to a Global Investors
Statement on Climate Change.
We are a founding signatory of the ‘Climate Action
100+’ initiative, a five-year collaborative engagement
project to engage more than 100 of the world’s
largest corporate greenhouse gas emitters to
improve governance on climate change, curb
emissions and strengthen climate-related financial
disclosures. More information on our involvement
in this initiative is available in our 2019 annual
Sustainable Investment Report.
In 2019, we engaged with over 200 companies on
climate change covering topics such as carbon
emissions, carbon reduction targets, physical
risks and analysis and disclosure in line with
TCFD recommendations. We also voted on 39
climate-related shareholder resolutions and co-filed
one shareholder resolution on climate change.
For more information on our latest climate
change research, insights and proprietary tools,
please visit schroders.com/climatechange.

Creating value for our clients
through our innovative tools
To help our portfolio managers make better
informed decisions about their investments,
we have developed a suite of proprietary
sustainable investment tools. Here we
showcase two of these:

SustainEx
SustainEx: is our measure of impact. Traditional
investors focus on the returns to a company’s
activity that are captured by the company: that
is, the private benefits (or profits) accruing to a
company. However, many activities undertaken
by companies involve social costs and benefits
that are not currently captured by the company.
For example, many public health impacts of
corporate activities are not fully internalised
by companies: soft drink producers do not
cover the costs of increased diabetes incidents
associated with excess sugar consumption.
The Schroders Sustainable Investment team
has identified 40 activities undertaken
by companies that generate social and
environmental costs and gains. SustainEx
uses inputs from analysing over 400 academic
studies, in order to quantify these hidden
environmental and social costs that companies
create, both positive and negative.
For each of the 9,000 companies we have
data on, we calculate an overall sustainability
impact, measured in dollars. A key advantage
of this framework’s dollar-based measure,
is the ability to make intuitively meaningful
comparisons of sustainability for example
between individual companies in the same
sector or the entire holdings in a portfolio
compared to its benchmark.

Key figures:
Over 400 academic and industry studies
of social impacts and externalities
Over 70 data points for each company
(estimated where not disclosed such as
wages, taxes)
Approximately 9,000 companies examined
Schroders’ SustainEx score is +3.5%, which
translated into monetary terms, means
Schroders generates $3.5 of positive social
and environmental impacts per $100 of sales.
(Benchmark score for diversified financials
is -0.52%.)
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Climate Progress
Dashboard
We believe that climate risk assessment is a
fundamental input into an integrated ESG
approach. No single measure can capture the
breadth of climate impact, therefore we have built
tools to assess the risks and the implications that
climate change may have for company earnings
and valuations. Whilst these tools quantify the
costs associated with climate change, they do
not measure the progress we are making in
transitioning to a lower carbon world. To help
with this, we developed the Climate Progress
Dashboard in 2017. It measures progress towards
the 2°C goal which is part of the Paris Agreement
signed in 2015.
Updated quarterly, we track 12 indicators across
a range of areas and compare the progress we
are making against the long-term projections of
the changes needed to meet the Paris Agreement.
It also indicates areas of particular weaknesses
and industries that might be subject to more
disruptive policy action if the status quo remains.
For example, whilst we are seeing a meaningful
switch to electric vehicles, carbon capture and
storage still has significant progress to make
before it offers a viable solution.
According to our latest quarterly estimate,
temperatures are set to rise by 3.9°C (39°F) by
the end of the century if no progress is made
from where we are today. If temperatures rise
by 3.9°C (39°F) the impacts to the world as we
know it would be devastating.
For more information visit https://www.
schroders.com/en/about-us/corporateresponsibility/sustainability/climate-progressdashboard/

Responsible owners of our clients’ capital
At Schroders, we believe that we are owners –
rather than renters – of capital. Effective and
responsible active ownership has long been part
of our fundamental approach to investment.
We recognise that companies play a critical role in
shaping futures for societies and the environment.
It is essential to question and challenge companies
about issues that we perceive may affect their value.
As such, we actively exercise voting powers and
engage with companies on issues such as strategy,
risk, performance and governance. Through our
engagement, we can improve our understanding
of the issues companies face and influence their
actions, helping to protect or enhance the value of
our investments. The overriding principle governing
our approach to voting is to act in the best interests
of our clients. Where proposals are not consistent
with the interests of our clients, we are not afraid to
vote against resolutions.
In 2019, we carried out more than 1,750 ESG
engagements across more than 55 regions. We
have addressed a wide range of issues ranging from
climate change and anti-corruption to human capital
management and shareholder rights. We voted at
more than 5,870 company AGMs around the world
and instructed a vote against at least one resolution
at 47% of meetings. We have received a UNPRI A+
rating for our approach to active ownership and our
overarching approach to responsible investment.
We recognise the importance of improving
responsible investment standards across sectors,
establishing a consistent dialogue with companies,
and in promoting the ongoing development and
recognition of sustainability and ESG within the
investment industry. As part of our commitment
to engage in collaborative projects which advance
the broader development goals of the United
Nations, we are actively involved in a number of
industry groups, organisations and initiatives to
achieve this. Additionally, we regularly work with
national and regional trade associations, to develop
submissions on regulatory ESG issues around
the world. For more information on our industry
involvement please see pages 54-56 of our
2019 Sustainable Investment Report.
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Monitoring our
operational impact
The Paris Agreement represents an unequivocal call
to companies for real and meaningful change in the
way in which they do business.
The Paris Agreement was an agreement between
countries but the successful implementation of it
must be the responsibility of citizens everywhere.
There is no doubt that the corporate sector must
play a leading part. We fully support the objective
to limit the increase in global warming to 2°C,
by reducing emissions as soon as possible and
achieving carbon balance by the second half of the
century. For our own operations this means that our
gross carbon emissions need to have peaked in 2015
and we have a programme to drive them lower year
on year. At the end of 2019 we added a pledge that
our own operations will be carried out on net zero
carbon basis from the beginning of 2020.

Reducing global emissions
In 2019, we reduced our total carbon output by
2%, despite the increase in the size and scale
of our business as our headcount grew by 10%.
In addition to ensuring that our gross emissions
do not exceed our 2015 level, we seek to ensure

that that we achieve year-on-year reductions
in gross GHG emissions per employee. In 2019,
we achieved an 11% reduction to 3.05 tonnes
per employee. Our most significant source of
emissions remains business travel and we are
investing in virtual conferencing technology and
solutions in order to drive this reduction further.
To reduce our scope 2 emissions we have
committed, through the RE100 pledge, to using
only renewable electricity globally by 2025,
and we have set an interim target to be at 75%
by 31 December 2020. At the end of 2019 we
had achieved a total of 68%.
For our physical assets we are committed, through
the EP100 NetZero Carbon Buildings pathway in
the UK, to own and occupy only assets that are net
zero carbon in operation by 2030. As an interim
target we have pledged to reduce our emissions
by 10% per square foot by 2025, focusing on
our London estate which currently accounts for
approximately 45% of our global emissions.

Total CO2e emissions (tonnes)

CO2e emissions per employee (tonnes)

16,352

3.05

2018

621 5,092

11,054

16,767

2018

2019

709 4,965

10,678

16,352

2019

Scope 1: Natural gas, oil and company-owned vehicles

Scope 2: Electricity

1. The 2018 ﬁgures have been adjusted to align with 2019 emissions calculations.
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3.44

3.05
Scope 3: Business travel

Disclosure and transparency
We firmly believe that disclosure and transparency
is an essential element of driving environmental
action. We were strong supporters of the original
Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) and remain
signatories of CDP which is the gold standard for
corporate environmental reporting. We submit
our GHG emissions data through the CDP climate
change questionnaire and more detail can be
found there at https://www.cdp.net/en.

Net zero carbon emissions
From the beginning of 2020 we committed to
invest in sufficient carbon offsetting activities to
ensure that our own operations will be net zero for
carbon emissions. Through this voluntary initiative
we aim to play our part in ensuring that the carbon
balance objectives of the Paris Agreement are
fulfilled. In constructing our offsetting programme
we place an emphasis on choosing GHG
sequestration solutions which can also provide
additional benefits, whether environmental (e.g.
biodiversity) or social through the support of other
sustainable development goals. We commit to
reporting on our offsetting investments, alongside
our gross emissions, on an annual basis.
Our commitment to net zero carbon extends
across our scope 1 and 2 emissions and scope 3
emissions for travel; this includes an evaluation
of our employee commuting footprint. It will not
include the emissions associated with investments
owned by clients or funds.

Environment and the workplace
Whilst GHG emissions are often the headline for
environment reporting, we aspire to the objectives
for responsible consumption and production set
by SDG 12. Our focus is on our workplaces where
we constantly review opportunities to minimise
the environmental impact of our operations
and to deliver continuous improvements in our
environmental performance.

In 2018, we consolidated our London office
portfolio and relocated to a new London
headquarters at 1 London Wall Place. In 2019,
we were pleased to achieve an Excellent BREEAM
rating for the fit-out of the building. BREEAM is
the world’s leading sustainability assessment for
buildings and the Excellent rating reflects our
building being in the top 10% of UK new nondomestic buildings. The building has a number of
sustainability innovations including grey-water
toilets which re-use basin and sink water, and
reducing carbon emissions by recycling heat
from catering fridges into the hot water system.
We recognise our responsibility to reduce waste
and use resources as efficiently as possible. and we
have continued to review our waste management
processes across the Group. In our London offices
we have run employee awareness campaigns around
our recycling programmes aimed at increasing
our recycling rates. Raising awareness through
educational campaigns is a key way we can further
SGD 13 as efforts at both the individual and corporate
level make a real difference. We seek to achieve
recycling rates of 75% in our UK operations and plan
to extend our targets to our worldwide operations.
We have seen high engagement across the Group
about plastics. In our US office colleagues took the
initiative to run their own plastics campaign to help
continue to raise awareness about the damaging
effects of plastic pollution.
We are continuing to develop our policies and
processes and are developing a comprehensive
programme that includes a review of our scope
3 inventory which will improve our data
collation processes.
A full programme is planned for 2020 to progress
our commitment to carbon emission reduction by
increasing employee engagement and deepening
relationships with landlords and our supply chain.
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Turning the tide
on plastic pollution
Empowering our people to have a better impact
on the environment
During Plastic Free July, we turned the spotlight on
the impact of plastic pollution. This campaign is a
global movement that helps millions of people be
part of the solution to the plastic pollution problem
– so we can have cleaner streets, oceans and
beautiful communities. We all have a role to play
in looking after our planet for future generations,
so our focus for the campaign was on what we
can do as individuals now.

“Schroders provides the environment
for us all to improve and make significant
changes to be better global and
environmental citizens”

We set out to raise money for Plastic Oceans UK,
a charity solving the plastic crisis through its
science, sustainability and education programmes.
Its aim is simple - to stop plastic reaching our
oceans within a generation.

We were also joined by Jo Ruxton, founder of
Plastic Oceans UK and producer of award-winning
documentary ‘A Plastic Ocean’, who spoke about the
damaging effects of single-use plastic and inspired
our colleagues with ideas around what we can all
do to reduce our use.

Over eight million tonnes of plastic pollutes the
world’s oceans each year. That’s equivalent to 16
shopping bags full of plastic for every metre of
coastline. This is having devastating impacts on
wildlife – 75% of seabirds have ingested plastic
and 16% have become snared in it.
In July 2019, an art installation outside our London
headquarters unveiled four turtle replicas, created
as a visual reminder of the plastic polluting our
oceans and the impact it has on the animals that
live there. The turtles were made primarily from the
single-use plastic thrown away by our colleagues
at our London headquarters.
During New York Climate Week, our New York
colleagues collected single-use plastics from their
office and built their own marine-life replicas.
Proudly placed outside our office in Bryant Park,
these displays delighted city workers and tourists
alike – raising awareness about how our daily
decisions impact our environment. Our New York
office also committed to going single-use plastic
free over the course of 2020, one of our first
offices to make this promise. Watch their
‘Waves of Change’ video on YouTube.
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Thom Christensen, Head of Corporate
Services, New York

Clearing plastic waste in London’s canals
Seventeen of our colleagues volunteerd to clear
our waterways, in Paddington Basin, from plastic
pollution on paddleboards. At Schroders, we
encourge our employees to share their time and skills
by volunteering for local organisations and support
them through time matching and volunteer leave.

Reducing our single-use plastic
use across our global operations
Since removing single-use plastic in our in our
London catering services in 2018, we have continued
to look at how we can reduce our impact on the
environment and in 2019 we committed to removing
all Vegware water cups and coffee cups, encouraging
our employees in London to use their own. We are
working with our global offices to do the same.
We signed up to the London Plastic Free City
initiative, which calls on businesses like ours in
the Square Mile to change its throwaway culture.

Schroders is proud to sponsor Hannah
Mills, and her teammate Eilidh McIntyre,
as they head toward Tokyo in 2021
As the International Olympic Committee
Sustainability Ambassador and founder of
the Big Plastic Pledge, Hannah’s values align
to our commitment to sustainability and
corporate responsibility.
We are committed to supporting people and
initiatives who are driving change for sustainability.
You can find out more about Hannah and Eilidh,
on our ‘Sailing for Sustainability and Success’
blog - https://www.schroders.com/en/sailing-forsustainability-and-success/.
Hannah hopes to become the most successful
female sailor in Olympic history in 2021 by adding
a second gold to her collection after Rio, which
also includes London 2012 silver.

“My goal now – to become the most
successful female Olympic sailor of
all time”, Hannah Mills
What does your partnership with
Schroders mean to you?

“Schroders’ principles really resonate with
me – I see so many parallels as a professional
athlete and I’ve met some incredibly
passionate and determined people.”

“Sport inspires, unites, crosses boundaries
and reaches all corners of the globe. If the
entire global sporting community unite as
one voice, we can help change the fate
of our planet”, Hannah Mills
Sport is one of the most powerful entities on Earth.
Through sport Hannah hopes to inspire, drive
change and unify billions of people, countries
and organisations across the world
After sailing for almost two decades, she has
witnessed first hand the devastating effects of
plastic pollution in our oceans. Every beach, marina
and coastal area she visited during her years of
training were impacted and damaged beyond belief.
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Our people priorities
Our people are central to our unique culture and
working environment. Enabling everyone to work
at their best contributes to our overall success as a
business and we continue to focus on developing
careers, ensuring inclusivity and mental wellbeing.
A key component of our support is our commitment
to our people and in this area we have specifically
focused on gender equality, education, as well as
social mobility and mental health, so linking to
specific UN Sustainable Development Goals.

Measuring our progress
We conduct a number of surveys and detailed
analyses to determine the progress we are making
in this area of our business. The annual employee
opinion survey helps us to measure both the
engagement of our employees with themes such
as personal development as well as how they feel
about the company they work for, and our gender
and diversity statistics give us empirical data about
the global workforce – in combination these data
points help us measure our culture and the impact
our activities are having.

Employer of choice
We seek to be an employer of choice in our industry
by providing a collaborative and innovative culture
where everyone can thrive. We focus on delivering
and enhancing our experiences throughout the
employee lifecycle, creating an environment where
people can do their best work and producing the
sustainable outcomes our clients and shareholders
expect from us.
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Connecting with our people
Our Group Chief Executive leads the effort to
ensure our people are regularly updated on how
the organisation is performing. Global sessions are
run to reflect on our achievements, the Group’s
overall performance and to provide clarity on
strategic areas of focus as well as important
updates about our people. These sessions
include employee Q&A, with subsequent videos,
intranet articles and podcasts released to provide
content in accessible ways. We provide on-going
communications with our award-winning quarterly
in-house magazine Inside Schroders and use our
recently refreshed interactive intranet to allow
employees to share views and get actively involved.

mySchroders – a new global intranet
We use this platform constantly to encourage
both community initiatives as well as promote
wellbeing programmes for our people:
51% employees say they use mySchroders
once or several times a day
43% employees find what they are looking
for in less than a few minutes
149 new communities have been created
since launch in May 2019
This year we established a new Global Employee
Forum, chaired by independent non-executive
Director, Ian King. Our global employee forum
enables the voices of our people to be heard
directly by our Board of Directors. Twelve
appointed representatives from across Asia,
Europe and the Americas meet twice a year with
the chairman. The remit of this forum is intended
to cover Group strategy, financial performance,
inclusion and diversity, employee engagement
and other similar items.
The Directors are briefed on the results of our
employee opinion survey and our Group Chief
Executive engages with our GMC members on
accountable action plans designed to actively
respond to employees’ sentiments. We then
continue to measure engagement in those
respective functions and take further actions
as necessary.

Results from our annual employee
opinion survey

94%

	Focus on key talent 94% retention of high
performing employees

83%

	Inclusive environment 83% feel they are treated
with fairness and respect

82%

	Strong diversity values 82% feel that Schroders
recognises and values
diversity among its employees

88%

	Believing in our Purpose 88% believe strongly
in Schroders’ goals
and objectives

“I think it’s essential that Boards understand
the views of the people that make up the
company. This new Forum recognises
that Schroders is a global company,
so a natural extension is to create
a global representation model.”
Ian King, Senior independent
non-executive Director
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Creating an inclusive culture
where everyone can thrive
Promoting inclusion, diversity and social mobility
in our business is very important to us, and these
factors are all interrelated. We want to give all
our employees the resources to reach their full
potential. We aim to foster a truly inclusive culture
that encourages much greater diversity. We are
committed to creating a culture where everyone can
thrive because we know this is good for society and
for our clients. Offering decent work and supporting
economic growth is a central theme of our business
to support SDG 8.
We are proud of our focus since 2016 in raising
awareness and working towards creating an
inclusive workforce, driving change in a number
of different ways:
-	Creating our network of Employee Resource
Groups, with 13 active groups across the
organisation covering specific areas of diversity
including gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation,
religion, disability and mental health. These
networks help drive change across our business,
create spaces to network with colleagues and
build external partnerships.
-	Reviewing maternity, paternity, family
and flexible working policies including the
introduction of a transgender policy in 2018, and
the roll out of informal flexible working in 2019.
-	Rolling out unconscious bias training across the
organisation and equipping our managers to be
more inclusive leaders through our development
programmes.
-	Investment in supporting and developing our
women with participation on the INSEAD /
Unilever Senior Women’s Leadership programme
and the FT Women’s Forum in both the UK and
Hong Kong.
-	Ensuring we measure our progress wherever
possible, encouraging the completion of diversity
profiles, tracking participation during our early
careers assessment centres and holding our
executive team members accountable
for improving our gender representation
at senior level.
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Addressing gender
representation
across the group
We’re working hard to challenge bias and
outdated opinions. We’re educating our people
and the wider industry about the huge benefits
of actively promoting inclusion and diversity.
Driving debate and generating the best ideas
about being truly inclusive is very important to
us. We recognise to make improvements in equal
gender representation at work – we need to think
differently to bring about real change over time,
to think creatively. That’s why we created
a campaign last year to focus our efforts.
#rethinktheroles
#rewritetherules
Measuring and addressing the gender pay gap
is hugely important as we strive to end all forms
of discrimination against all women and girls
everywhere, in support of SGD 5. We are paying
close attention to the numbers and making
a concerted effort to correct imbalances in
gender pay. Key progress we can highlight
for 2019 include:
1.	We were included in the Bloomberg Equality
Index, and recognised as a leader in advancing
gender equality globally
2.	We increased the number of female Directors
on the Board of Schroders plc from three to
four (with a further increase to five in April
2020)
3.	The number of female senior managers rose
from 263 to 270. At the end of 2019, 32% of our
senior management were female, just short of
our 33% target
We have introduced new processes and
experiences throughout our employee lifecycle
including a new digital assessment tool for
early careers applications, a future leadership
experience and we ensure we take a diversity lens
to our compensation review.
You can review our full 2019 Gender Pay Gap
Report here.

Education for
all will drive inclusion,
diversity and opportunity
SDG 4 is focused on education and Schroders
is fully committed to supporting both our
employees and those in the wider society to
learn and update skills of all kinds to be well
prepared for the ever-changing workplace
and take advantage of opportunities that
arise in whatever their chosen field. We have
especially focused on those from low-income
and disadvantaged backgrounds.
Our partnerships range from pre-school to
pre-work and there are a host of opportunities
for employees to get involved.
To complement our strong, long term secondary
school partnership with Mossbourne Community
Academy, we support a local primary school,
Moreland Primary, to extend our impact to
young pupils. We continue to run Dreamcatcher
assemblies where our employees volunteer their
time to talk about their careers with the hope
to raise the children’s aspirations and for them
to get a sense of the skills and experience they
would gain working in our sector.
We’re partners with Teach First, which aims
to tackle the STEM skills shortage by placing
more STEM teachers into classrooms. We host
students for insight days at Schroders and
volunteer in schools. We have funded the
training for 11 teachers in low-income schools,
which has helped over 1,500 students.
Working with the Social Mobility Foundation,
we’ve redesigned our work experience into a
One+ programme. This means for every young
person we give work experience to through a
client or employee referral, we now give the
same opportunity to a young person from a
lower socioeconomic background. Since 2017,
we have placed over 20 students across
the business.

Creating opportunities to develop
and grow at Schroders
Our ongoing success is driven by our people and
providing them with the resources to reach their full
potential is critical to our employee engagement.
We aim to do this through different experiences such
as rotations and job shadowing as well as offering
the tools and resources they need to grow. We see
this as a key driver in executing our business strategy
and continue to take steps to future-proof our
workforce for an ever changing world. We focus
on enabling internal mobility so that our employees
can have multi-faceted careers.

Offering digital learning
Our global learning management system, Spark,
launched in late 2018. Its success is reflected in
continued engagement with the platform; on
average around a quarter of our workforce is
accessing content every month, reflecting our
learning agility and keen desire to develop and grow.
Employees are able to create their own playlists of
content around topics to share with others, with over
180 created since launch. This means regardless of
location all employees have an opportunity to learn
and develop new skills.

Continued improvements
We know we still have work to do to build a truly
inclusive and diverse workforce. Our focus needs
to continue on the work we have done to date
but also to do more in particular to broaden our
efforts to consider not just gender but also other
under-represented groups in particular BAME (Black,
Asian and minority ethnic) or those with disabilities.
We plan to do this through specific internships
and internal mentoring programmes as well as
broadening out our digital assessment using it
for the recruitment of experienced candidates.
We recognise that each individual needs to be able
to benefit from an environment that allows them
to manage the balance in their lives and we
continue to build out our flexible working policies
globally so employees feel supported and included.
We are committed to providing equal employment
opportunities and combating discrimination as part
of our continued support of the UN Global Compact.
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Working on wellbeing
We have a multi-generational workforce and it is vital
that our people are provided with the support and
opportunities they need to optimise their health and
wellbeing. To enable us to deliver performance excellence
to our clients, we need to ensure our employees are
healthy, happy and secure. By focusing on education
and prevention, we aim to reduce the risk of future
health problems developing and encouraging
healthier life choices.
Through our comprehensive calendar of wellbeing
events we support our people across five key areas:
mind, workplace, and body, financial and worklife balance. Throughout 2019, we held numerous
wellbeing events across our global offices, a few
examples of which are shared here.
In April, we held a month long ‘Move More and
Count It!’ physical activity challenge, which was
designed to encourage individuals to increase
their general activity levels, improve awareness
around impact of sedentary behaviour and drive
some friendly competition and team spirit within
Schroders. Data collated during the challenge
showed that active participants achieved on average
their recommended daily steps of 10,000, with many
choosing to incorporate physical activity into their
working day, which is a great indication that the
event helped drive healthy behavioural change.
For Mental Health Awareness week in May,
we launched a new global e-learning module
‘Wellbeing in the Workplace’ that combines drama
with real life experiences and expert advice.
Training comprises of two online learning modules
‘Wellbeing in the Workplace’ and ‘Active Listening
Skills’, which have been developed by, our charity
partner, Samaritans using the same principles
by which they train their volunteers. Completion
of this online learning provides participants with
transferable skills they can use across their work
and home life. There is also extensive resilience
and mental health training embedded within
our learning and development offerings.
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In July, we hosted our first wellbeing event in
the evening and opened this up to partners and
spouses. This event focused on menopause and the
impact it can have on relationships both at home
and at work. We felt it important to host an event
that helps break down the taboo, often, associated
with menopause particularly in the workplace and to
educate our people on the impact of this change and
how we can better support each other through it.

Our Singapore office held a ‘Brain Foods’ talk with a nutritionist
consultant along with a Wellness Bazaar with vendors offering
healthy nuts, honey and aromatherapy oils.

On Global Mental Health day in October, we rolled
out a Global Employee Assistance Programme to
ensure that everyone employed by Schroders is
provided with access to free, independent and
confidential support, which includes access to
short-term counselling. A new intranet resource
was created to make it easier for employees to
view details of the support available to them
wherever they are in the world.
In the UK, over 40 colleagues have trained as
qualified mental health first aiders and our aim
is to expand this peer to peer support initiative
to other locations within Schroders.
Since it’s launch in 2017, we have been passionate
supporters of the Lord Mayor’s Appeal Green Ribbon
Campaign. We actively encourage our people to wear
a green ribbon as a visible sign of their support to
help end the stigma and show colleagues, loved ones
or simply those you walk past, that they care about
their mental health and wellbeing.
We are proud to have signed up to the Mental Health
at Work Commitment. At Schroders we recognise the
importance of ensuring our people have access to
the right support, at the right time to maintain their
mental health. By adopting Mental Health at Work
six core standards we will build on the mental health
and wellbeing initiatives we already have in place
and help our people to thrive.

Our network of Mental Health First Aiders (MHFAiders) offer non-judgement
peer to peer support to people experiencing mental health problems at
work, or at home.

In November, we won the Best Workplace Design at
the Business Culture awards, for the design of our
head office in London. The judges were particularly
impressed with the way the building was designed
to encourage collaboration, as well as positioning
employee wellbeing at the heart of the project.
High quality amenities include a Health, Fitness
and Wellbeing Centre with onsite gym, spin studio,
fitness studio and multifunctional clinical treatment
including private dentist, doctor, nurse, beauty
treatment, massage, physiotherapists, and cognitive
behavioural therapists.
The building contains a number of open air terraces
with gardens created to support natural wildlife and
to encourage healthier ways of traveling to work,
we have facilities dedicated to those who want to
cycle or run to work. Our goal was to ensure the new
workplace is one that our people are proud of and
where they enjoy coming to work.

We are committed to building a culture
which recognises and embraces the
importance of mental health and wellbeing
in the workplace: where disclosure is
encouraged and everyone feels supported.

Factors such as daylight and lighting, air quality, noise
and biophilia were all been carefully considered in the
design of our London office.
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Our contribution to society
We all have a responsibility to create a lasting positive impact
in the societies that we live and work. What matters most
is progress, and at Schroders, we recognise the role we
have to play to continue driving change for good and
to improve the futures not just for our people and
shareholders, but also for wider society.
Improving futures through
This year Schroders Giving has continued to build
and establish new strategic partnerships across the
Schroders Giving
globe, moving from responsive funding to multi-year
We launched ‘Schroders Giving’ in 2019 to showcase
partnerships with organisations that align with our
the positive impact the business is having on the
aim to build a fairer society and improve futures.
communities in which we operate. As a firm we
Our charitable partnerships mean that through
focus on ‘improving futures’ combining longer
grant funding and volunteering we can have a
term strategic partnerships 17
with
a responsive
tangible positive impact on17
the
communities
ICONS:
COLOUR VERSION INVERSED
ICONS:
COLOUR VERSION INVERSED
grants
programme.
in which we work.

ICONS

ICONS
ICONS

At the end of 2019, we signed the United Nations
Global Compact, committing us to making progress
towards the 17 Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs). These frame our charitable giving
strategy and the assessment of our impact.
1717
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COLOUR
COLOUR
VERSION
VERSION
INVERSED
INVERSED
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Alongside supporting our employees in their own
charitable efforts, Schroders Giving represents our
central charitable giving and develops our strategic
partnerships. Through this we actively contribute to
the SDGs, with a current focus on people – including:

Using our people’s
skills for good
Prioritising the development of our people,
We’ve established a number of global partnerships
both professionally and personally, is paramount
that reinforce our ambition to improve futures
to us and what we see to be an employer
for people in our communities. Through these
of choice. We recognise volunteering as a
partnerships we tackle issues we feel strongly
fundamental development tool and one of
about including:
the greatest opportunities to enhancing skills
that can be brought back into the business.
Ȃ Improving social mobility
This year, we have aligned our volunteering
Ȃ Breaking down the barriers to education
and our learning and development
strategies
Each icon can
ONLY be used inversely over a white background.
Each icon can ONLY be used inversely over a white background.
and employment
and have established two new partnerships
The icon may not be used inversely over a black nor a coloured
The icon may not be used inversely over a black nor a coloured
with Governors for Schoolsbackground.
and Reach
background.
Ȃ Supporting mental health
Volunteering to develop, build and use
not alter the colours of the SDG icons.
Do not alter the colours of the SDG icons.
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opportunities through which they can develop
and progress their skills, as well as contribute to
making a lasting positive social impact.

4242

97%

 f respondents in a recent UK volunteer
o
survey, thought it was important for a
business to offer volunteer opportunities.

Charitable giving
It has always been a priority for us to support our
people in their own charitable efforts. Part of the
culture at Schroders is about sharing our time and
skills with our local communities. We have a long
history of positively contributing to these local
communities through monetary donations and
employee time. In 2019, we donated £2.1 million
to charitable causes around the world, £569,000
of which was outside the UK.
Alongside our new company-led partnerships,
we continue to run employee-led charitable giving
schemes, supporting our employees in their
charitable efforts through a number of generous
matched giving schemes including external
fundraising and payroll giving. We encourage
our people to run internal fundraising events
from bake sales to physical challenges.
In 2019, we focused on rolling out matching schemes
across our regional offices and implementing a
streamlined approach to our employee charitable
giving. In the UK, 29% of our employees give
through Give As You Earn, which saw £855,350
donated by employees before the contributions
were matched by Schroders.
In addition to financial donations, we have provided
gifts in kind, organised frequent charitable
collections and supported our employees giving
back to the community through volunteering.
We offer a time matching scheme for volunteering
outside of office hours and up to 15 hours of
volunteer leave per year. In a recent UK volunteer
survey, 97% of respondents said they thought it
was important for a business to offer volunteer
opportunities, while 80% agreed that volunteering
improved their mental health and wellbeing.
Our employees make the most of volunteering
either with their own beneficiaries or taking part
in opportunities provided by us as a firm and our
Schroders Giving partnerships.

£855,350
donated through UK Give As You Earn scheme
(2018: £670,000)

£2.1
million
donated to charitable causes around
the world (2018: £2.1 million)

3,410
hours
volunteered inside and outside
of work hours (2018: 3,763)
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Improving futures through
employee engagement
In 2019, we embedded our improving futures strategy
across the globe and wanted to engage our employees
by empowering them to make a positive impact.
We decided to launch a £100,000 charity competition,
asking our global colleagues to tell us about the
charities which they thought were driving progress
and improving futures in their communities.
Our employees had the chance to win £50,000,
£30,000 or £15,000 (or the local equivalent) for
their chosen charity if they could show how they
were making a real difference to improving
futures around the world.
Our judging panel comprised of: Peter Harrison,
Group Chief Executive; Leonie Schroder,
Non-executive Director and Sir Damon Buffini,
Independent Non-executive Director.

Supporting women into
employment, SEWA, India
SEWA has been helping women in India become
self-sufficient since the 1970s. It is made up of a
network of self-employed women on low-incomes
and are therefore unprotected. The charity
transforms women’s lives by empowering them
with leadership skills, entrepreneurship and skills
training to gain full-time employment.
Our donation helps SEWA achieve their objectives to
train thousands of the poorest women across India to
create and market goods and services to the public.
This enables them to make a livelihood for themselves
and their families. One of the programmes is a
recycling unit in Ahmedebad turning paper waste
collected by the poorest in society into recyclable
marketable goods such as notepads and folders
providing stable employment to women.
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To engage our colleagues further, we established
a ‘People’s Choice’ award. Once our three finalists
were chosen, they had to work with their charities
to create a short video, highlighting the impact they
were having in their communities. Our colleagues
then voted on their favourite video and the video
with the most votes got an additional donation.

60+
83%

	charity submissions
by employees
	employees engaged
globally

Our judges chose these three winners and we
are proud to support these causes which also
align to our corporate focus on climate change,
social impact and social mobility.

Protecting the Amazon rainforest using
community engagement, Cool Earth, Peru
Cool Earth work alongside rainforest communities
to halt deforestation and climate change. This charity
shares the most effective conservation methods
around the world and invests in those with the
potential for best outcomes for people and
the rainforest.
Our donation enables Cool Earth to carry out
participatory mapping exercises in 18 villages,
engaging 4,300 community members across

the heart of the Peruvian Amazon. Participatory
mapping helps them learn how their partners use
forest resources, the different threats including
drivers of deforestation in the area and together
come up with a strategy to best protect the
rainforest. The donation also enables Cool Earth
to trial and deliver this an innovative approach
to detecting deforestation to six partnerships
in the Peruvian Amazon.

Supporting children’s
learning, Beyond Social
Services, Singapore
Beyond Social Services are dedicated to helping
children and youths from less privileged
backgrounds break away from the poverty
cycle in Singapore. They provide guidance,
care and resources that enable families and
communities to keep their young people in
school and out of trouble.
Our donation supports Beyond Social Services
to help over 1,000 children gain access to learning
programmes and experiences that give children
from low socioeconomic backgrounds the skills
they need in accessing education.
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Improving futures
through Schroders Giving
Supporting mental health
We are committed to supporting and raising
awareness of mental health. That’s why we have
established a new multi-year partnership with
Samaritans, a charity that provides support to
those in emotional distress or at risk of suicide
in the UK. Through that partnership, we will help
grow Samaritans’ support service through funding
and employee volunteering. In 2020, Samaritans is
launching its ‘City Hub’, a new flexible volunteering
delivery centre, which the charity hopes will help
meet the growing number of calls as well as provide
new volunteering opportunities for our people.
Our partnership complements our internal focus
on employee wellbeing. We recently signed the

Mental Health at Work Commitment, which provides
a framework of standards to create a working
environment for employees to thrive.

“I needed to talk, so I went to the last place I could
think of – Samaritans. I remember the power of
someone finally listening to me without judgement,
without rushing in to problem-solve and push the
subject away. I remember the realisation that there
were other options, that hope still existed outside
of this dark place.”
James

Funding Samaritans’
new ‘City Hub’
In 2019, Samaritans answered a call for help every
six seconds. Our funding has helped them to open
a ‘City Hub’ which will meet the growing number
of callers in need of emotional support, create
a platform to launch their new webchat service
and engage with more employees, at Schroders
and other City firms, in their Samaritans
volunteer programme.
The City Hub, launching in 2020, will enable
Samaritans to respond to over 270,000 interactions
via their helpline, webchat and messaging services,
as well as equipping 600 individuals with the skills
to support vulnerable people.
In 2019 more than 20 of our UK employees
completed the training to become a Samaritan.
Volunteers are at the heart of Samaritan’s work;
spending over one million hours responding to
calls for help and reaching half a million people
in 2019 through their work in local communities.
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“Samaritans training has been a complete eye
opener for me. The support from the team is
incredible and the skills we are learning are life
changing, I can’t wait to complete training, use our
new skills and start giving back and helping others.”
Schroders volunteer currently going
through her training to be a Samaritan

Tackling social mobility and breaking down
the barriers to education and employment
We have established partnerships around the
world to break down the barriers to education
and employment. We want to make education
and employment more accessible to students and
pupils from low-income backgrounds by providing
work placements, running events and supporting
our partner schools and charity partnerships in
their ambitions.
In the UK, through our partnership with Teach
First, we have funded the training of 11 teachers
who are placed into schools in low-income
areas, which has in turn impacted over 1,500
students. To continue our focus on education,
we have partnered IntoUniversity, ensuring
access to education through the funding of
a new IntoUniversity centre and are funding
the Sutton Trust’s ‘Pathways to Banking and
Finance’ programme, which develops a diverse
talent pipeline of future banking and financial
programmes. We have established a number
of partnerships across our regional offices

including: Jonk Entrepreneuren, a Luxembourg
association that aims to inspire and prepare young
people to enter the world of work; The Music
Children Foundation in Hong Kong, which provides
free music education to children from low-income
families; and with Read Alliance in the US, through
which we have helped almost 1,000 elementary
pupils with their reading skills in 2019.

1,500

students impacted in low-income areas
by funding the training of 11 teachers
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‘Futures Day’ with
Social Mobility Foundation
For the third year running, we collaborated with
the Social Mobility Foundation (SMF) to host
55 high-achieving students from low-income
backgrounds. We ran a number of networking
events and skills workshops, including a careers
carousel and networking lunch hosted by
Schroders volunteers and mock interview practice.
Inequality will remain entrenched in the UK ‘from
birth to work’ unless we take action. Attracting
and retaining talented people and our ability to
understand and embrace different perspectives
is crucial to the success of any business. We are
committed to demonstrating fairness and equality,
by fostering inclusion and diversity not only in
our own workforce but in wider society too.
In the UK, we have continued our partnership
with the Social Mobility Foundation (SMF), which
supports high-achieving students from low-income
backgrounds. Over our four-year partnership,
we have successfully secured SMF candidates
onto the Investment 2020 programme, into our
formal recruitment process and placed almost
20 students through SMF’s One+1 work placement
scheme. We continue to run ‘Futures Days’, aiming
to break down barriers to the asset management
industry and develop participating students’
skills. This year, we have also partnered with
the Amos Bursary and Snowdon Trust to support
talented students with disabilities, and men
of Afro Caribbean descent in accessing
further education.
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“The futures day helped me feel more
comfortable in a professional environment
and the realisation that it’s a lot easier
to talk to professionals than I thought”
SMF student
“Receiving the grant [from Snowdon Trust]
was a massive weight lifted off of my shoulders.
It meant that I didn’t have to worry about
using the little money I have, as a
student, for something I vitally need.”
Ben is studying for a BA in
Journalism and has spinal
muscular atrophy. He needed
extra funding to have a 24-hour
carer who could stay with
him at university.

Shaping futures with the
Amos Bursary and Schroders
Black Professional Network
At Schroders we have a number of inclusion
groups led by our employees. The Schroders
Black Professional Network (SBPN) hosted their
first insight session, attended by 60 A-level and
university students from ethnic minorities and
low socio-economic backgrounds. Students
attended from the Amos Bursary, Woodhouse
Sixth Form and the Mossbourne Academy.

“The Amos Bursary is doing incredible
work to nurture the development
and progression of young black
men. One of the focus areas of
the SBPN is recruitment and to
attract ethnic minority talent
in the recruitment process.”
Jennifer Kuntuala,
Chair of the Schroders
Black Professional Network

“As a Schroders student, I will gain
both experience and a foundation
in working within a well-established
company. I look forward to gaining
experience through shadowing and
building relationships with various
parties involved.”
Antonay,
Amos Bursary
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Supporting charitable
efforts around the world
Niraj Bhagat, Analyst Developer, started a challenge
to make a donation to every country in the world
via our UK payroll giving scheme. In seven years,
him and his wife have made over 750+ donations
to 330+ charities in 196 countries.
How has Schroders supported
you in the challenge and
impacted your role here?
I am enrolled in the payroll giving
scheme and am very grateful to
Schroders for the matching.
I currently support Tommy’s charity through
the scheme, they do medical research on
stillbirth, premature birth/miscarriages and
so on. Our twins were born four weeks early
so Tommy’s was a natural choice to support
in their continued work in this area.

How do you pick the charities?
We don’t focus on one theme, our donations have
been to all sorts of charities: from animal welfare to
survivors of natural disasters.
At times, we’ve made donations to charities that
are focused on a particular cause due to an event
or personal experience. For example when our
twins were born we supported charities focussing
on research on infant medical conditions. Through
World Vision, we sponsor a child in India and
get regular updates on how our donations have
impacted her and her family.

What challenges have you faced?
The biggest challenge we found was for some
countries it was just not possible to find a charity
organisation (doesn’t make sense right?). Recently
we had one charity who refunded a donation since
they did not want it!
At times, we got interesting replies from some
organisations. Last year we even received post
card from Antarctica asking us to join their
200th anniversary celebrations.
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Indirectly this challenge affects my behaviour
at work in a very positive way. I look at problems
with a more open mindset and as a result I
think in a more effective way.

“Our donations have been to all
sorts of charities: from animal welfare
to survivors of natural disasters...
we sponsor a child in India too.”

Argentina - The British Hospital in Buenos Aires
celebrated its 175th anniversary this year and Rupert
Sword, non executive Director, helped them do it in style.
Rupert has been volunteering his time to the hospital for
an impressive 29 years and often supports fundraising
efforts. In 2019, funds raised went towards a new nursing
school, an oncology centre, an expanded intensive care
facility, a centre for the treatment of patients with anxiety
and more acute mental disorders, missionary work with
the indigenous tribes and a programme for caring for
older patients at home.

US – Based in Times Square, St. Luke’s Soup
Kitchen serves free lunches to 150+ New Yorkers
daily. More than 50 of our colleagues have
volunteered their time since moving to our
Bryant Park office. It’s a great way to serve the
community while getting to know one another
in a different environment.

Luxembourg - ‘Relais pour le Vie’ brings communities together

to fight back against cancer in a 24-hour fundraising event. Our
Luxembourg office had 25 enthusiastic runners at this year’s event.
Together with the Sports & Social and Charity committee, they raised
an impressive €2,700 for Cancer Foundation Luxembourg, a charity
which helps patients and their loved ones living with cancer.

Dubai - Four running enthusiasts
laced up their sneakers and joined
more than 20,000 others in the
Standard Chartered Dubai 10km
Road Race, raising money for the
local Al Jalila Foundation. This charity
is dedicated to transforming lives
through medical education and
research across the UAE.

Hong Kong - Our Hong Kong
team took part in a virtual relay race
around Hong Kong island for a charity
who work to improve the health of
the ocean and water protection. They
competed against nine other corporate
teams on rowing machines, while the
actual Round the Island race took
part at the same time. They managed
to tackle 45km in under three hours!
HK$50,000 was donated by Schroders
to Ocean Recovery Alliance.

Singapore - What better way to get active and see your
community than by running through it with your colleagues?
That’s exactly what our Singapore office got up to when they
embarked on an epic running challenge covering 120km in
five hours. 36 Schroders runners divided into four zones with
four safety cars, and co-ordinators completed about 30km
per zone around the Singapore mainland. The teams raised a
staggering S$32,591 (£19,000) with Schroders matching for the
Home Nursing Foundation, a charity which provides holistic
homecare services, therapy and social support for patients
with mobility issues.

Australia - Our Australian colleagues have

been busy supporting a remarkable group called
Mummy’s Wish who work with young mothers
undergoing cancer treatment by providing
access, support, help, counselling and education
for the mothers and their families during cancer
treatment. All mums are gifted a voice-recordable
comfort bear to leave a message for their children
when they can’t be there. Our colleagues spent
the day volunteering to prepare these special
cuddly teddy bears.
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Our focus on conduct
Raising supplier standards

Protecting human rights

We rely on external service providers to provide
goods and services globally as essential
contributors to our own infrastructure. This
enables us to benefit from their expertise or
specialist skills, with access to lower costs and
efficient service delivery. We engage proactively
with our external service providers and have an
established framework that governs our approach
to selection, on-boarding, management, oversight
and reporting across our supply chain.

Respect for human rights is fundamental to
contributing properly to society and is central
to the responsibility we have towards our
stakeholders. Our business model is designed to
comply with applicable human rights legislation
in the countries in which we operate and, as a
signatory to the UN Global Compact, we fully
support the United Nations’ Guiding Principles on
Business and Human Rights. This applies equally
to our own people and any individuals with
whom we have contact through our operations.

Our Supplier Code of Conduct sets out the high
standards and behaviours we expect from them,
covering human rights, ethical sourcing, bribery
and corruption, living wages, diversity and
inclusion, health and safety and the environment.
We perform ongoing critical assessments of our
supply chain and our Audit and Risk Committee
reviews our material supplier relationships and
framework annually to confirm that our approach
remains appropriate, consistent and adds value to
supplement our own infrastructure.
In 2019, we developed and invested in new ways of
working to support our supplier relationships. We
are focusing on systemising our supplier assurance
and due diligence requirements, introducing
new controls to the on-boarding of new suppliers
whilst enhancing our monitoring and oversight of
incumbent providers.
As a signatory to the UK’s Prompt Payment Code,
we are committed to the principles regarding
treatment of suppliers, which include paying on
time, providing clear guidance on our terms and
encouraging our suppliers to adopt the code.
For more information, please visit
https://www.schroders.com/en/about-us/
corporate-responsibility/supplier-code-of-conduct/
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We are strongly opposed to slavery and human
trafficking in any form and we actively manage
our supply chain so that our zero tolerance
approach to human rights abuses is maintained.
We provide specific training for everybody involved
in managing our suppliers and service providers.
Whilst our business is undertaken predominantly
in countries with a clear commitment in this
area and the majority of our suppliers are
headquartered in low-risk countries, we have
additional due diligence procedures in place
where the risk is higher. More information can
be found in our Slavery and Human Trafficking
statement at schroders.com/slavery. As a
responsible investor, we include human rights
assessments in our evaluation of companies from
a sustainability perspective. This includes specific
modern slavery assessments across our holdings
in higher-risk sectors.
For information on our approach to Modern
Slavery, please visit: https://www.schroders.com/
en/about-us/corporate-responsibility/slavery-andhuman-trafficking-statement/

Anti-bribery – maintaining the highest standards
We understand the importance of doing the right
thing for our clients, employees and shareholders,
and to embed this each employee has a conduct
goal as part of their annual objectives. We have
a whistleblowing policy, under which employees
can report any concerns. A widely publicised
24-hour external hotline is available to allow
them to do so anonymously. Personal securities
trading by employees is subject to clearly defined
internal policies.

Employees are not permitted to solicit or accept
any gifts, entertainment or inducements that
are likely to conflict with their duties. We have
policies in place and train employees on identifying
potential tax evasion, anti-money laundering,
awareness of terrorist financing, anti-bribery,
market integrity and data protection. Due diligence
is undertaken before entering any material new
client relationship and this is enhanced for
higher-risk countries, entities or individuals.
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Impact through association
Here we list the commitments we have made alongside the memberships and partnerships we value as
part of our corporate responsibility approach, as well as some awards which recognise our achievements.
Commitments

UN Global Compact

UN PRI

Princes’ Responsible
Business Network

Armed Forces Covenant

UN Sustainable
Development Goals

RE100

Carbon Disclosure Project

Women in Finance Charter

Awards

LinkedIn –
top place to work

Money Marketing Awards
– Best Financial Education
Initiative for MoneyLens

British LGBT awards –
Peter Harrison named
Top 10LGBT+ Corporate
allies award

Pensions & Investments –
best place to work

MoneyAge Awards 2019 –
Consumer Champion of
the Year

HR Excellence Awards
– Daniel Tam awarded
HR Leader of the Year
(Singapore)

Financial News –
Peter Harrison awarded
Chief Executive of the Year

Business Culture Awards –
Best Workplace Design for
1LWP
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MOD’s Employer
Recognition Scheme –
Gold Award

Memberships
People:

Planet:

London Benchmarking
Group

Investment Association’s
Diversity Project

OUTstanding

London Plastic Free City

Business Disability Forum

City Mental Health
Alliance

Out Leadership

Clean Air

Stonewall

Cityparents

Working Families

Big Plastic Pledge

Heart of the City

London Women’s Forum

FTSE 4 Good

Charity partnerships

We are an accredited
London Living
Wage employer

Samaritans

IntoUniversity

KickStart Money

Benefacto

Read Alliance

Social Mobility Foundation
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A summary of how we
measured our progress in 2019
Measuring related activity in our investment process
Activity in 2019

Measure

Committed to full integration of ESG process across managed assets

Target 100% for 2020

Number of ESG related engagements

Over 1,750

Number of companies actively engaged with

Over 1,450

Number of countries we have covered

Over 55

Meetings we have voted at

Over 5,870

Number of resolutions we have voted on

Over 61,150

Percentage of meetings where we voted against

47%

Measuring our environmental impact (SDGs 7, 11, 13, 15)
CO2e emissions

2018

2019

Total (tonnes)

16,767

16,352

Per employee (tonnes)

3.44

3.05

Scope 1: natural gas, oil and company-owned vehicles

621

709

Scope 2: electricity

5,092

4,965

Scope 3: business travel

11,054

10,678

Recycling
London office recycling rate

75%

Number of trees saved

1,591

Fuel logs produced from coffee grounds

20,880

Carbon target
Carbon net zero for Group

2020

Measuring our people and culture (SDGs 3, 5, 8, 10,16)
Results from our annual Employee Opinion Survey

Measure

Loyalty – retention of high performing employees

94%

Inclusivity – employees feel treated with fairness and respect

83%

Diversity – employees feel diversity values recognised

82%

Purpose – employees believe in Group’s goals and objectives

88%

Gender equality

2018

2019

Number of female board directors

3

4

Number of females in senior management roles

263

270

Target of females in senior management roles 33%

32% achieved

Measuring our contribution to society (SDG 3, 4, 8, 10)
Charitable activity

2018

2019

Amount donated through Give As You Earn scheme (UK only)

£670,000

£855,250

Amount donated to charitable causes around the world

£2.1m

£2.1m

Number of hours volunteered

3,767

3,410
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Looking forward
Although this annual report is focused on the
progress and achievements made by Schroders
in 2019, at the time of publication much of
global society is dominated by the Covid-19
pandemic, bringing with it enormous changes
and challenges.
In these times, Schroders will remain resolutely
committed to principled and effective investment
for the future. If anything, we believe that ESG,
being an integral aspect of our investment
approach, will be more important than ever.
As an active manager we are strongly-positioned
to navigate the economic and environmental
changes that will inevitably flow from the
present crisis.
As a Group, Schroders has responded to the
pandemic with great resilience. Our people have
adapted their work routines and we have launched
a number of initiatives to support them in every
way we can, including through online training and
mental health awareness. Our senior management
have made significant personal donations to support
and equip individuals and organisations who are
dedicated to improving lives at a time of such great
need. Likewise, across the Group itself, a myriad
of fundraising and charitable activities have
shown how committed our people are to the
same values and principles we aspire to uphold
as a corporate business.
Schroders will continue to demonstrate its
commitment to the UN Global Compact and
its ten principles. In the coming period we see
our impact being centred on two key themes:
People and Planet. This forward looking
approach will build on the progress we have
made in 2019 and set new targets and
outcomes for all our stakeholders.
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Schroder Investment Management Limited

1 London Wall Place, London EC2Y 5AU, United Kingdom
T +44 (0) 20 7658 6000

schroders.com
@schroders
Important information: This document is intended to be for information
purposes only and it is not intended as promotional material in any respect. The
material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any
financial instrument. The material is not intended to provide, and should not be
relied on for, accounting, legal or tax advice, or investment recommendations.
Information herein is believed to be reliable but Schroders does not warrant its
completeness or accuracy. No responsibility can be accepted for errors of fact
or opinion. Reliance should not be placed on the views and information in the

document when taking individual investment and/or strategic decisions.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results, prices of shares
and the income from them may fall as well as rise and investors may not get back
the amount originally invested. Schroders has expressed its own views in this
document and these may change. Issued by Schroder Investment Management
Limited, 1 London Wall Place, London EC2Y 5AU, which is authorised and regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority. For your security, communications may be
taped or monitored. CS2305.

